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Let A4 be a von Neumann algebra and M” be the set of all orthogonal projec- 
tions in M. We call a mapping q: M” + 63 a signed measure on 144 if t) is totally 
orthoadditive, that is, n(x:, E, P,)=C,.,q(P,) for P,oM”, P, I P, (i#i). Here the 
condition of boundedness is usually required for the effective study and application 
of signed measures. So a natural problem of the existence of unbounded signed 
measures arises. In the present paper it is proved that any signed measure on the 
set of projections of a continuous von Neumann algebra is bounded. This fact is 
generalized also for vector-valued measures. :(’ 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra and M” be the set of all orthogonal 
projections in M. A function q: M” -+ @ is said to be a signed measure on 
M if q(Ci,, Pi) = Ciel q(P,) for PiE M”, Pi I Pj (i # j). 
Here the convergence of an uncountable family of summands means that 
there exists only a countable set of nonzero terms in the family and the 
usual series with these summands converges absolutely. 
It is the condition of boundedness which is usually required in the defmi- 
tion of a signed measure. Bounded signed measures have been examined in 
detail already (see, for example, [3]). So a natural problem of the existence 
of unbounded signed measures arises. This problem has been solved for a 
type I von Neumann algebra [S, 61. In the present paper this problem is 
solved for a continuous von Neumann algebra. Then the result obtained is 
generalized for a vector-valued measure. 
Let A4 be a von Neumann algebra acting in a complex Hilbert space H 
and S= {~EH: IISli = l}. 
DEFINITION 1. Let P, Q E M”. We say that the projection P is separated 
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from Q by the distance 6, denoted by d(P, Q) = 6, if 6 E inf{ I[ f - g((: 
fEPHnS, gEQHnS)>O. 
LEMMA 1. Let P, Q E M” and d(P, Q) = 6. Then the following properties 
hold: 
(a) l/f-Qfl/36/2foreachf~PHnS, 
(b) Pv Q<(l/6,)(P+Q)for 6,=J2/16, 
(c) d(P v Q-Q, P’) 3 6/4. 
ProofI The first property is easily proved by contradiction. 
(b) Let hE(Pv Q)HnS. Then h=IZf+pg, feSnPH, gESnQH, 
A, ,DE @ (cf. [2, Chap. IV, Theorem 4.21). We have 111, (~1 <2/a: if, for 
example, (II > 2/6 then II f - (-p/A) gJI = l/IA1 <6/2-contradicting (a). 
Then 1 = IV, h)l = ML h) + dg, h)l < I4 . I(Pf, h)l + IA . l(Qg, h)l 6 
CW(llPhIl + IlQhll) and so (Ph,h)+(Qh,h)~(max{llPhll, llQhll))2> 
((IlPhll + IIQWI )/2J2 2 d2/16. 
Therefore we have that the spectrum of the operator P+ Q is included 
in the set (01 u [S,, +co). Hence P v Q=rp(P+Q)= l,,,,+,,(P+Q)< 
(l/6 i )(P + Q), here rp(P + Q) is the range projection of P + Q. 
(c) Let hE(Pv Q-Q)HnS. Then IIPh(12>86, because of(b), that is, 
Ijh - P’hll k 6/4. Therefore l/h - glj z 6/4 for each ge P’H. 
REMARK 1. If P, Q E M”, P’ A Q = 0 then we have the equation 
P= rp(PQP) + P A Ql. 
Proof Consider the set PHnN(PQP)={fEPH:PQf=tI}= 
{fEPH:Qf=e}= PHn Q’H. Hence N(PQP) = P’H+ Q’Hn PH or 
P=rp(PQP)+Q’ A P. 
LEMMA 2. Let q be a signed measure on M and there exist a constant 
C>O and a sequence (Q,)z= L c M” such that Q,,r 1 and sup{ Iq(Q)l: 
QEM”, Q<Q,,]<Cfor each nEk!(. Then q is bounded. 
Proof: We shall prove that sup{ (q(P)/: PE M”} < 2C+ 5. Let P be any 
projection in M. If P, = 1 - Qn then P, JO, P, A Pl JO (n -+ co). So 
(u(P,)I -+ 0, Iq(P, A Pi)/ + 0 (n + co) because of the orthoadditivity of q. 
Replacing the sequence (Q,) by its subsequence we assume that Iu(P,)I < 1 
and (q(P, A PL)I Q 1 for each nE N. 
Put Q=P+P’ A P,. Since Qi AP,=O then Q=rp(QP,Q)+QA P: 
by virtue of Remark 1. Moreover, Iv(P)1 < Iv(Q)1 + (q(Pl A P,)( < 1 + 
la(rp(QPIQ))l + IdQ A f’f)l S 1 +C+ Iv(rp(QP,Q)>l. Since Q A P,lO 
then one may assume as above that Iv(Q A P,)I < 1 (the equation 
Q’ A P, =0 holds). 
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Put G, = l(,,, , _ ,,n,(QPI Q) + Q A P, t rp(QP, Q). Then there exists an 
index me N such that Iq(G,) -q(rp(QP, Q))l d 1. Now for G = 
1co.1~ ~,(QPI Q) we have G,=G+QAP, and so Is(P)I<l+C+ 
Mw(QP, Q))l G 2 + C + lrl(G,)I d 2 + C + Iv(G) + ?(Q * p, )I < 3 + C + 
lrl(G)l. 
Let us demonstrate that the projection G is separated from P,: if 
fEGHnS then (QPIm,f)<(m-1)/m and 
d(G, P,) 2 l/,/‘&. 
If-P,f(l2,1/&. Hence 
Ob viously d(G, P,) > l/ I’ m for each n E N. Conse- 
quently G v P, Q (1/6)(G + P,), 6 >O, for each n E N because of Lem- 
ma l(b). If the index n tends to infinity in this inequality then we have 
lim, + m G v P,,< (l/S)G or G v P,i G (n -+ a). So there exists an index 
n, E tV with the property Is(G)1 $ (q(G v P,,)I + 1. 
Finally we have Iv(P)1 d 3 + C+ Iq(G v P,,)J + 1 64 + C+ Iq(P,,,)I + 
lq(G v P,, - P,2,)( d 5 $2C, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be a continuous van Neumann algebra, cp: M -+ R be a 
normal state, PE M”, 0 < 6 < 1. Then there exists a family of pairwise 
orthogonal projections (Pi):=, c M” with the ,following properties: 
(a) p=CY= I pi, 
(b) q(P,)66 for each i= 1, . . . . n, 
(c) n<2/6. 
Proof. We assume that P #O. It is easy to prove from Zorn’s lemma 
that P=Ci”_, Qi for QiEM”\{O), Qil Qj (i#j), (P(Qi)<S* SO there 
exists an index n E N with the property q(P) - cp(Cy:i Qi) d 6. Therefore 
if we denote C,??., Q, by Q, again then we obtain P=C?=, Qi where 
Qi I Qi (i # j) and cp( Qj) d 6 for each i = 1, . . . . n. Now we must obtain the 
family ( Qi):=, , the number of summands of which is less or equal than 2/6. 
If n>V>2 then dQl+Qd+ ... +(p(Q,~I+Q,)+(p(Qn+Ql)= 
2q$P) < n6; that is, at least one number among (p(Q, + Qz), . . . . (p(Q, + Q,) 
is less than 6. Let, for example, (p(Q, + Q2) < 6. Then we replace the family 
{Q,, . . . . Qn} by the family (Ql + Q2, Q,, . . . . Q,}. We shall continue 
similarly decreasing the number of terms in the family and so we obtain 
eventually a suitable family. 
REMARK 2. If M is a properly infinite van Neumann algebra then there 
exists any type subalgebra of M. 
Proof. The algebra M is isomorphic to the tensor product MO 0 B( H 1 ) 
where MO is a von Neumann algebra, H, is a Hilbert space, dim H, = a3 
(cf. [ 1, Proposition 1.22.141). Now our remark follows from the fact that 
there exists a subalgebra of M which is isomorphic to B( H, ). 
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Introduce the set q(M) = {n: M” + C: n is an unbounded signed 
measure on M}. 
Let below (from the Lemma 4 up to the Lemma 9) M be a countably 
decomposable von Neumann algebra of type III, II,, or III. Let N be a 
type II, subalgebra of M. Introduce in this case the exact normal state 
v: M-t IF! and the exact normal finite trace r: N+ -+ lR+, r(1) = 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let q E p(M). Then there exist a countably decomposable 
von Neumann algebra M0 of type II,, II,, or ZZZ and a signed measure 
q,, E cp(M,,) with the property 
VPEM; (Iqo(P)I > 1 *‘lo I(Mo)~-,isbounded). (1) 
Proof If the pair (M, q) satisfies the property (1) then the lemma is 
proved. So we assume that there exists a projection PI EM” such that 
” IrlVl)I > 1 and VIM,-,, is unbounded. Since the algebra M, --pk is the 
direct product of von Neumann algebras of types II,, II,, and III then 
there exists a projection Q, < 1 -P, such that M,, has type II,, II,, or III 
and VIM;, is unbounded. Again if the pair (Mgl, r 1 ML,) satisfies the 
property (1) then the lemma is proved. Similarly we assume that there 
exists a projection P2 d Q, such that lq(P2)/ > 1 and q 1 ML,-., is 
unbounded. There exists also a projection Q2 Q Q, - Pz such that M,, has 
type II,, IL, or III and q 1 ML2 is unbounded. 
If we continue this process then eventually we shall obtain a suitable 
von Neumann algebra and a suitable signed measure. Otherwise we have 
the sequence (P,),“_ i of pairwise orthogonal projections with the property 
lq(P,)I > 1, n E N-contradicting the definition of a signed measure. 
LEMMA 5. Let q E q(M) and the pair (M, q) satisfy the groperty (1). 
Then there exist constants K> 0 and 0 < 6 < 1 with the property 
zj- QEN” and Z(Q) < 6 then sup{ Iq(P)J: PE M;?} d K. 
Proof: Suppose on the contrary, that the required proposition is not 
true. Then there exists a sequence (Q,);= I c N” such that r(Q,) < l/2” and 
sup{Iq(P)I: PEME”} >n for all nEfV(. Put G,=V,“=, QK; then G,/O 
because of the inequality t(G,) <C,“=, r(QK) < C,“=,(1/2K). Obviously 
vlMZn is unbounded for each n E kJ. Consequently sup{ Jq(P)J: 
P-V-on } < 1 for each n E N by virtue of (1). Since 1 - G, t 1 then we 
have that 7 is bounded because of Lemma 2. This contradiction proves our 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let ‘1 E q(M) and the pair (M, q) satisfy the property (1). 
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Then there exists a constant C, > 0 with the property: if Q E N” and v] ( MG 
is bounded then sup{ly(P)l:P~M~}<C~. 
Proof. Put C, = (32. K)/h2 where K, 6 are defined in Lemma 5. Let 
QEN” and qlM$ is bounded. Then q may be continued to the linear 
ultraweakly continuous functional on M, (cf. [3, Theorem 21). This 
continuation we denote by 9 again. Then there exists an ortho- 
family (Q;)y= , c N” such that Q = x7= , Qi, r(Qi) < 6/2, and n d 4/S (cf. 
Lemma 3). 
For PEM;! we have P=CyjE1 A, where A,,=Q,PQ,EM~,+~,. Since 
r(Q, + Qj) < 6 then sup{ Iq(P)I: P< Qi + Q,j} d K in consequence of the 
Lemma5. So sup{lq(A)I: AEM~,+~,, /(A(1 6 1}<2K because of the 
spectral theorem. Finally we have lq(A,)I f 2K for all i, Jo { 1, . . . . n} and so 
Iv(P)1 <Cli=l Iq(A,)I dn2.2K<(16/62).2K=C,. 
LEMMA 7. Let q~cp(M) and the pair (M, q) satisfy the property (1). 
Then there exists a projection G, E N n with the properties: 
(a ) 7 I M & is bounded, 
(b) (f P E N”, P > Go, and P # G, then q I M “p is unbounded. 
Proof. Put 9= {(Qj)i,, cN”\{O}: Qi I Qj (i# j) and for any finite 
subset c c 2 we have that q I M;, is bounded where Q, = C,,, Q;}. Then 
9 z @. Introduce order in 9 by inclusion. Then 9 is an inductive set and 
there exists a maximal family (Qy),,, E 9’ by Zorn’s lemma. Here the set 
,F is finite or countable since M is countably decomposable. Let, for exam- 
ple, 9 = { 1, 2, . ..}. Let us demonstrate that the projection G, = C,“=, Qy is 
suitable. Put P, = C;= i Qy. Then ~1 A4 ‘,A, is bounded and so sup{ [q(P)\ : 
P E h4Fn> < C, for each n E N because of Lemma 6. Since P, r G, then 
VI M 1;, is bounded by virtue of Lemma 2. Now let P E N “, P > Go, P’# G,]. 
We have that r~ 1 M “p is unbounded from construction of the family (Qy),“_ ,
LEMMA 8. Let q E q(M) and the pair (M, q) satisfy the property (1). 
Then there exist Q, E M” and E > 0 such that ye I M & is unbounded and 
moreover the following property holds: 
VPE M;,, (v(P) < E * q I M “p is bounded). (2) 
ProoJ: If for the projection 1 there exists a suitable E>O then the 
lemma is proved. So we assume that there exists a projection P, E M” for 
which v(P,) < l/2 and q ( M “p, is unbounded. Similarly we assume that there 
exists P, E M “, P, < P, such that v( P2) < l/3 and q I M “p, is unbounded, etc. 
If we continue this process then some time or other we shall obtain the 
suitable projection. Otherwise we get the sequence P, 10 such that q ) M “,, 
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is unbounded for each no M Hence sup{ Iv(P)/: PE M”, P< 1 -P,} d 1 
for each n E fV (cf. (1)). Applying Lemma 2 we have that q 4 cp(MFa 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 9. Let v~cp(M), P,EM”, and sup{(q(P)I: P<PO or P< 
1 - P,} < co. Then for any n > 0 there exists a projection Q E M” such that 
Ia( > n and d(Q, PO) 2 l/8. 
Proof: Let sup{~~(P)J:P~M~OuM~~po}<Cforsomeconstant C>O. 
Choose a projection P E M” such that (q(P)/ >2n+6C; put G= 
P+Pl A P,. Then Gl A P=O and [q(G)1 3 [q(P)1 - /q(P’ A PJ > 
2n + 5C. Hence G = rp(GP,G) + G A Pi (cf. Remark 1). Now for G, = 
1co,,,2&GPoG), G2 = 1,1,2,,I(Gf’oG) we have d(G,, PO) 2 10 and 
d(G,, P,‘)>1/2: if, for example, f~G,Hns then (GP,Gf,f)<1/2 
or IIf-- P,,fII =Jm> l/2. So d(G;, P,) 3 l/8 for G; = 
Gz v Pi - G2 by virtue of Lemma l(c). 
Since G, + G, = G-G A P,I and (q(G,) + ~(G,)l3 Iv(G)1 - Ir(G A Pt)J 
> 2n + 4C then either Iq(G,)l > n + 2C or Iq(G,)I > n + 2C. In the first case 
the projection G, is suitable. In the second case the projection G; is suitable 
since Iv(G, v %)I G Irl(f’,I)I + MG2 v P,I - Pk)l62C and Jq(G;)( 3 
Irl(Gdl - MGZ v P,l)l> n. 
THEOREM 1. Let A4 be a continuous von Neumann algebra. Then any 
signed measure on M is bounded, 
Proof: Consider two cases. 
Case 1. M is a countably decomposable von Neumann algebra. We 
keep all notations as above. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists 
‘1 E q(M). We may assume that M has type II,, II,, or III. Replacing in 
case of need the pair (A4, q) by the pair (M,, Q,) from Lemma 4 we assume 
that the pair (M, q) satisfies the property (1). Similarly we assume that the 
pair (M, +J) satisfies the property (2) (or else we replace this pair by the 
pair (M,,, n I M&) from Lemma 8). 
Let G, be the projection from Lemma 7. Since G, # 1 then there exists a 
sequence (G,),“= , c N”\(O) such that G, I G, (n #m), G, I Go for each 
nE N. Hence v)M&,+~, is unbounded for each n E IV because of Lemma 7. 
Also rllM:-, is bounded: we choose a sequence (en):=, cN”\(O), 
Q, A- Go, Qnlo. So vIW&+,~ is unbounded for each n E N. Consequently 
sup{Iq(P)I:P<l-Go-Q,,}<1 by virtue of (1). Since l-Go-Q,? 
1 - G, then we obtain the required property because of Lemma 2. 
Applying Lemma 9, we choose for any n E N a projection P, < Go + G, 
satisfying lq(P,)l > n .2’*.“/~ ( E is defined in the property (2)) and 
d(P,, Go) 2 l/8. 
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Let us demonstrate that d(P,, V { Pi: i E N, i # n} ) > l/8 for each n E kl: 
let, for example, fEP,HnS, gE(VE2Pi)HnS. So g=kgi+pg, for 
g,, g2e S, g, E G,H, g2e (Vz2 G,)H, A, ALE @. We choose the vectors 
g17g2 so that I, p > 0. Hence Ilf-sll’= I/f-k,ll’+ IlM2112~ 
(J(f-g,~/-~~(1-~~)g,~/)2+~2=((~f-ggl~/-1+~)2+1-~2. The right 
part of this equality reaches its minimum when either 1. = 0 or A = 1. So 
/l.f-gl12~~~~(~IIf-gg,ll-112+1, llf-g,l12}31/64, that is, If-gll>, 
l/8. 
Now for each P, there exists an orthofamily (Pl)::, c M” such that 
P, = c;: ] P:‘, v(PY) <E/2”“, and K, d 2 .2”“/s by virtue of Lemma 3. 
Then for each n E N there exists an index i,, E { 1, . . . . K,} satisfying 
kuy ’ n. 
Replacing in case of need the projection P, by P:, we suppose that 
v(P,,) < s/2’l” and Iq(P,)I + CO (n -+ 00). 
Finally for 6 = (1/8)2/16 = l/2” we have P, v P, v ... v P, d 
l/&P, + P, v . . v P,) < P,/6+1/6*(P,+P, v ..’ v P,)< ... <P,/6+ 
. + P,,/6” because of Lemma l(b). Hence v(P, v P, v ... v P,) d 
v(P1)/6+ . . . +v(P,)/~“~C~,,(E.~‘~‘/~~“)=E. Therefore for P=V;=, P,, 
we have v(P) GE and q I M”p is unbounded-in contradiction with the 
property (2). 
Case 2: General Case. We again suppose, on the contrary that there 
exists a sequence (P,),“_ I c M” such that Iq(P,,)( -+ co (n + CD) for some 
signed measure ‘1: M” + C. 
We shall assume that the algebra M, is countably decomposable for 
each n E N (cf. [4, Chap. III, Sect. 1, Lemma 73). Put P = V:=, P,. Thus 
r) I M”p is unbounded, M, is a continuous von Neumann algebra, and also 
M, is countably decomposable (cf. [4, Chap. III, Sect. 1, Lemma 63). The 
contradiction obtained with the first case proves the theorem. 
Now we have the following result by virtue of Theorem 1 and [S, 61: 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a oon Neumann algebra with no type I, (n < cxz ) 
direct summands. Then any signed measure on M is bounded. 
This theorem may be generalized for vector-valued measures. 
Let E be a normed space, M be a von Neumann algebra. We say that 
a function q: M” -+ E is a signed measure on M if r(C,, , Pi) = xie, q( Pi) 
for Pi E A4 “, Pi -L Pj (i # j). Here the convergence of the family of the right 
part means that there exists only a countable set of nonzero terms in the 
family and the usual series with these summands converges in E for any 
position of terms. 
THEOREM 3. Let A4 be a van Neumann algebra with no type I, (n < CO) 
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direct summands, E be a normed space, r: M” + E .be a signed measure 
on M. Then q is bounded. 
Proof Let cp be a linear continuous functional on E. Then the function 
cp 0 q: M” --) @ is a usual signed measure on A4. Hence q~ 0q is bounded by 
virtue of Theorem 2. Therefore the set q(M”) is bounded in the weak 
topology of E. So this set is bounded in the normed topology of E, which 
concludes the proof. 
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